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Move beyond simply coding applications to delivering business innovation 

with Syncfusion's award winning .NET components and JavaScript libraries. 

Syncfusion tools help developers create elegant user interfaces, business 

intelligence dashboards, and sophisticated reporting that today's business 

users need, in the formats they demand.

Essential Studio is the most comprehensive suite of enterprise components 

available for web, desktop, and mobile development. That is why Syncfusion 

controls are trusted by developers worldwide for use in mission-critical 

applications.



PRODUCT DETAILS

High-performance components for web, desktop, and mobile.

Platforms : ASP.NET Web Forms, ASP.NET MVC, JavaScript, LightSwitch, Silverlight, 

Windows Forms, WPF, WinRT, Windows Phone, Xamarin, Android, iOS

Price : $995 per platform*/$1,995 all platforms (binary)/$2,495 all platforms (source)
*Platform prices vary

Dozens of lightweight, high-performance controls for building responsive web apps.

Essential Studio for ASP.NET Enterprise-class library with more than 40 unique controls, compatible with

Knockout.js and Angular.

W E B

Radial, linear, and digital gauges for visualizing alphanumeric information.

Build static, data-bound diagrams as well as Microsoft Visio-like interactive diagrams.

A highly customizable Outlook-like scheduler control.

Office-style ribbon, accordion, tree view, toolbar, rotator, and list box controls.

Rich-text editor, autocomplete, masked text box, rating, split button, color picker, date-time pickers,
Captcha, and more.

Visualization component for viewing Microsoft SRSS RDL/RDC files on webpages.

Libraries for reading and writing Excel, PDF, PowerPoint, and Word documents. Also includes a
PDF viewer component.

Pivot grid, chart, and gauge controls for visualizing large volumes of OLAP data.

Gauges

Diagram

Schedule

Navigation

File Formats

Report Viewer

Business Intelligence

Editors

Project management component featuring intuitive chart and table views.

Dialog and splitter controls for coherently arranging content in webpages.

Waiting pop-up and progress bar controls to notify users of ongoing processes.

Gantt

Layout

Notification

Tree grid for organizing hierarchical data, and a powerful data grid with support for data binding, editing,
filtering, grouping, and much more.

High-performance charting component with more than 30 chart types, including specialized financial
charts.

Grids

Chart



More than 70 unique controls powered by HTML 5, supported in all major

browsers.
Essential Studio for ASP.NET MVC

The first JavaScript control framework for line-of-business applications, featuring 

more than 80 controls.
Essential Studio for JavaScript

Lightweight, high-performance data grid with support for hierarchies, grouping, and more. Capable of
handling millions of records.

Visually stunning charting component featuring more than 30 chart types and complex technical indicators.

Grids

Chart

Radial, linear, and digital gauges for visualizing alphanumeric information.

Diagramming component that features customizable connection ports, nodes, connectors, groups,
algorithmic layouts, and much more.

A highly customizable Outlook-like scheduler control with data binding support.

Office-style ribbon, accordion, tree view, toolbar, navigation drawer, radial menu, and rotator controls.

Rich-text editor, autocomplete, slider, masked text box, rating, split button, color picker,
date-time pickers, upload box, and more.

Interface control for selecting a range of information from a larger collection.

Libraries for reading and writing Excel, PDF, PowerPoint, and Word documents. Also includes a
PDF viewer component.

Pivot grid, chart, and gauge controls for visualizing large volumes of OLAP data.

Gauges

Diagram

Schedule

Navigation

File Formats

Range Navigator

Business Intelligence

Visualization component for viewing Microsoft SRSS RDL/RDC files on webpages.Report Viewer

Editors

Project management component featuring chart and table views.

Dialog, splitter, file explorer, list view, and tile view controls for coherently arranging content.

Many of the ASP.NET MVC controls are optimized for use in mobile applications.

Gantt

Layout

Mobile

Present hierarchical data with customizable icons, check boxes, and more.

Create custom diagrams by positioning shapes using built-in layouts or build them from scratch.

Unique control for working with local and remote data.

Tree View

Diagram

Data Manager

Rich-text editor, autocomplete, slider, masked text box, rating, split button, color picker,
date-time pickers, upload box, and more.

Schedule and manage projects in this Microsoft Project-like viewer and editor.

Manage appointments with numerous features, including time zone settings,
view customization, and localization.

Editors

Schedule

Gantt

Create diverse charts with multiple axes, customizable data symbols, and exceptional user interactivity.

Linear, radial, and digital gauges for displaying alphanumeric information.

Feature-rich data grid and tree grid with support for grouping, data binding, and filtering.

Chart

Gauges

Grids

Control for plotting actual values over goals, similar to a linear gauge or bar chart. 

Accordion, toolbar, Office-like ribbon, navigation drawer, and radial menu controls.

Many of the JavaScript controls are designed specifically for use in mobile applications.

Bullet Graph

Navigation

Mobile



Set of more than 100 controls to help you build rich, high-performance web-based 

applications.
Essential Studio for Silverlight

The only way to view and edit Excel files within your apps in a rich, Office-like UI.

Controls for performing slice-and-dice analysis of OLAP and relational data, as well as
building BI dashboards.

RDL report viewer component to help you render reports within your applications.

Spreadsheet

Business Intelligence

Report Viewer

Radial, linear, and digital gauges for displaying alphanumeric information.Gauges

One-of-a-kind cell-oriented grid, tree grid, data grid, and property grid.

High-performance charting component with more than 45 chart types, including sparklines
and advanced financial charts.

Grid

Chart

Set of more than 25 control extensions for HTML and Silverlight clients.Essential Studio for LightSwitch

Build Office or Windows-like user interfaces with our ribbon, docking, radial menu,
and other frameworks.

Microsoft Project-like viewer and editor control for scheduling and managing projects.Gantt

Navigation

Autocomplete, native type editors, combo boxes, drop-down buttons, rich-text editor,
and many more.

Editors

Create Microsoft Visio-like diagram building applications as well as dynamic, data-driven
flow charts and hierarchies.

Map control with support for layers, zooming, and more that enables you to source maps from
Bing Maps, OpenStreetMap data, and ESRI shapefiles.

Microsoft Outlook-like scheduling control with support for templates, MVVM, themes, and more.

Maps

Schedule

Diagram

Visualization control for viewing Microsoft SSRS RDL/RDLC files, powered by HTML 5
and JavaScript.

A simple but effective visualization for flat or hierarchical data. 

Data visualization extension for articulating data as a map with support for GeoJSON shapes,
layers, interactive zooming, and customizable layouts.

Report Viewer

Treemap

Maps

Data grid with support for common functions like grouping, filtering, sorting, and resizing.

Visually stunning charting component that includes dozens of chart types and features support
for multiple axes, drill-down operations, and data binding.

Radial, linear, and digital gauges for displaying alphanumeric information.

Grid

Chart

Gauges

Give your LightSwitch apps a uniform look, layout, and navigation experience.Theme and Shell
Extensions

Native components for exporting data to Microsoft Excel and Word file formats. 

Easily capture user input through text boxes, rating control, sliders, and more.

Efficiently browse and analyze multidimensional data from OLAP data sources.

Editors

OLAP Client

File Formats



Hundreds of high-performance controls that bring the modern Windows look to WPF 

and Windows Forms.

Essential Studio for Windows Forms Comprehensive suite of more than 110 unique controls to build

enterprise-grade Windows Forms apps with a modern Windows look.

D E S K T O P

Pivot grid and pivot chart controls for analyzing and visualizing relational data.

Fully-fledged Visio-like diagram building component that is also capable of dynamically generating
workflows, flowcharts, hierarchies, and more.

High-performance libraries to create and edit PDF, Excel, PowerPoint, Word, and other documents.
Also features a PDF viewer component.

Business Intelligence

Diagram

File Formats

Our flagship Excel-like, cell-oriented grid control, a high-performance data-bound grid, a grid list, and
a data-bound grid grouping control.

More than 40 visually stunning and easy-to-use charts with a powerful data model that makes data
binding simple.

Fully customizable radial, linear, and digital gauge controls for visualizing data.

Grids

Chart

Gauges

Essential Studio for WPF Comprehensive set of more than 100 WPF controls and libraries to help you create rich, 

performance-intensive Windows applications.

More than a dozen controls for organizing content across tabs, folders, grids, ribbons, pop-ups, and more.Layout

Tooltips, progress bars, status bars, splash panels, hub tiles, and more.Notification

Powerful code editor component with support for syntax highlighting, IntelliSense, undo, redo, and more.Syntax Editor

Widest set of editors you will find anywhere, from autocomplete, to native data type text boxes and
complex buttons.

High-performance control for visualizing flat or hierarchical data with support for grouping,
interactive legends, and automatic layouts. 

Microsoft Outlook-style control for adding rich scheduling capabilities to your applications.

Editors

Treemap

Schedule

Powerful data visualization control that can be used to articulate data as a map.Maps

Build Office or Windows-like user interfaces with our ribbon, docking, radial menu, and other frameworks.Navigation

RDL report designer, report viewer components, and an RDL processing library allow you to put
together a complete custom reporting solution.

Grid, chart, client, gauge, and pivot grid controls for summarizing, analyzing, and exploring OLAP and
relational data.

Native WPF libraries to create and edit PDF, Excel, Word, and PowerPoint documents. Also includes a
PDF viewer component.

Reports

Business Intelligence

File Formats

Data-bound grid with unmatched performance, unique Excel-like, cell-oriented grid and tree grids.

Over 45 chart types, including stacking charts, area charts, funnel charts, pie charts, and
high-performance fast charts.

Fully customizable linear, radial, and digital gauges for displaying numeric or qualitative data.

Grid

Charts

Gauges

The only way to view and edit Excel files within your apps in a rich, Office-like interface.Spreadsheet



Stunning data visualization tools for cross-platform development with Xamarin, a sweeping 

set of controls for Windows phones and tablets, and native controls for iOS and Android.

Essential Studio for Xamarin Stunning controls for building cross-platform mobile apps with Xamarin.Forms,

Xamarin.iOS, and Xamarin.Android.

M O B I L E

Microsoft Outlook-like scheduling control with support for templates, MVVM, themes, and more.Schedule

Radial menu, tree navigator, group bar, hierarchical navigator, menu controls, and more.Navigation

Microsoft Project-like viewer and editor control for scheduling and managing projects.Gantt

Autocomplete, native type editors, combo boxes, drop-down buttons, rich-text editor, and many more.Editors

Create Microsoft Visio-like diagram building applications as well as dynamic, data-driven flow charts and
hierarchies.

Map control with support for layers, zooming, and more that enables you to source maps from Bing Maps,
OpenStreetMap data, or ESRI shapefiles.

Diagram

Maps

Build interfaces with a familiar look and feel with our ribbon, docking manager, document container, and
other frameworks.

Layouts

Busy indicator, notify icons, and hub tiles for dynamic notifications.Notification

Control for generating one-dimensional and two-dimensional bar codes.

Render alphanumeric information in segmented or dot matrix displays.

Fully customizable visualization for numeric values on a linear scale.

Barcode

Digital Gauge

Linear Gauge

High-performance charting component featuring 17 chart types, interactive legends, and
multiple axes.

Simple, effective control for visualizing flat or hierarchical data.

Visualize numeric values on a circular scale with customizable frames, range indicators, and more.

Essential Studio for Android Native toolkit for building Android applications that supports Eclipse and Android 

Studio.

Chart

Treemap

Circular Gauge

Features 10 built-in animations for indicating ongoing processes in an app.

Read and write Excel worksheets, Word documents, and PDF files within your mobile app, on any device.

Busy Indicator

File Formats

Interactive control for selecting a range of values from a larger set.Range Slider

Visualize numeric information on a linear scale with custom state indicators, labels, and scale intervals.Linear Gauge

Visually stunning chart control with more than a dozen chart types, from simple bar charts to sophisticated
financial charts.

Plot numeric values on a circular scale with range indicators, multiple scales, and different frame styles.

Display alphanumeric information on segmented or dot matrix displays.

Chart

Circular Gauge

Digital Gauge



Essential Studio for iOS Enterprise-class toolkit for developing iOS apps.

Allows users to select a range of values from a larger set.

Provides a simple yet effective way of organizing flat or hierarchical data.

Range Slider

Treemap

Notifies end users of ongoing processes with one of 10 built-in animations.Busy Indicator

Control enabling users to select a range of values from a larger set.

Visualize numeric information on a linear scale with custom state indicators, labels, and scale intervals.

Control for efficiently organizing flat or hierarchical data.

Range Slider

Linear Gauge

Treemap

Feature-rich chart control with more than a dozen chart types.

Plot numeric values on a circular scale with range indicators, multiple scales, and different frame styles.

Display alphanumeric information on segmented or dot matrix displays.

Essential Studio for WinRT More than 40 unique controls for use in modern Windows applications, many of which are 

compatible with universal Windows apps.

Chart

Circular Gauge

Digital Gauge

Notifies users of ongoing processes within an app.Busy Indicator

RDL report viewer capable of exporting reports to several formats.

Interactively design diagrams, and dynamically build workflows and hierarchies from data.

Native libraries for generating Word, Excel, and PDF documents on the fly. Also includes a native PDF
viewer component.

Report Viewer

Diagram

File Formats

Built from scratch to provide the best performance on the WinRT platform, even on low powered ARM and
Atom devices.

High-performance, visually stunning charting component that is easy to use.

Linear, digital, and radial gauges provide a variety of ways to display data in your apps.

Grid

Chart

Gauges

Tile view, carousel, grid splitter, accordion, and ribbon controls.Layout

Touch-friendly scheduler with advanced capabilities like recurring appointments and multiple resource
views.

Rich-text editor, native type editors, sliders, pickers, and more allow you to create intuitive data input
forms.

Build great reports with heat and bubble maps quickly and easily with built-in support for Bing Maps,
OpenStreetMap data, and ESRI shapefiles.

Schedule

Editors

Maps

Busy indicator and hub tile controls for providing end users with dynamic updates.Notification



ESSENTIAL PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Essential Studio for Windows Phone More than 30 controls for enterprise Windows Phone applications, many of 

which can be used in universal Windows apps.

In today’s data-driven world, the most successful companies are those that utilize available data to 

make timely data-driven decisions. With Essential Predictive Analytics, you can

harness data of any size and scope, and quickly transform it into a valuable resource.

Essential Predictive Analytics is included with Essential Studio Enterprise Edition. As with Essential 

Studio, there are absolutely no deployment fees, whether you deliver to a small group of users or to 

millions around the world.

High-performance chart control with charts ranging from simple bar charts to complex financial charts.

Linear, radial, and digital gauges for visualizing qualitative or quantitative data.

Chart

Gauges

Various text boxes, sliders, and pickers with the Windows Phone look and feel.Editors

Control for efficiently organizing flat or hierarchical data.

Tile view and carousel controls for navigating through app content.

Libraries for reading and writing Word, Excel, and PDF documents within Windows Phone apps.

Treemap

Layout

File Formats

Tree navigator and radial menu controls for building sleek navigation UI.Navigation

Deploy predictive analytics solutions within .NET applications.

Evaluate millions of data points
in minutes.

Use your existing information to
create models using R, SAS, or SPSS.

Serialize those models in Predictive
Model Markup Language, then
deploy them in .NET applications.



DOWNLOAD 
A FREE,
FULLY FUNCTIONAL
30-DAY 
EVALUATION AT
www.syncfusion.com

Syncfusion, Inc. | 2501 Aerial Center Pkwy, Suite 200 | Morrisville, NC 27560 USA | 1.888.9DOTNET | 1.919.481.1974 | www.syncfusion.com

THE

ADVANTAGE
SYNCFUSION

THE ONLY PARTNER YOU NEED
FOR ANY DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

NO ROYALTIES OR
PER-SERVER FEES

UNMATCHED DIRECT-TRAC
SUPPORT SYSTEM, AVAILABLE 24/7

TRUSTED BY MORE THAN
12,000 DEVELOPERS

FULL SOURCE CODE
WITH INTEGRATED DEBUGGING

LARGEST SET OF ENTERPRISE
COMPONENTS ON THE MARKET
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